We present the quantization of the 2 + 1 dimensional nonprojectable Hořava theory. The central point of the approach is that this is a theory with secondclass constraints, the quantization procedure must take account of them. We consider all the terms in the Lagrangian that are compatible with the foliation-preserving-diffeomorphisms symmetry, up to the z = 2 order which is the minimal order indicated by power-counting renormalizability. The measure of the path integral must be adapted to the second-class constraints, and this has consequences in the quantum dynamics of the theory. Since this measure is defined in terms of Poisson brackets between the second-class constraints, we develop all the Hamiltonian formulation of the theory with the full Lagrangian. We found the soundly result that the lapse function (and the metric) acquires a totally regular form. The quantization requires the incorporation of a Lagrange multiplier for a second-class constraint and fermionic ghosts associated to the measure of the second-class constraints. It turns out that these unphysical variables have related propagators. These results signal that the second-class-constraint sector play a crucial role for the consistent renormalization of the theory.
Introduction
Hořava theory [1, 2] is a geometrical field theory that may be used to study quantum gravity since it is power-counting renormalizable and unitary. As a field theory, it has some open questions that deserve deep analysis. For example, the consistent quantization of its nonprojectable version is still pending. This is a rather nondirect program since the nonprojectable theory has second-class constraints, any scheme of quantization must take account of them. Once a consistent framework for such a quantized theory has been established, an important application for it is to prove (or disprove) its renormalizability. On the contrary, the projectable version has not second-class constraints, hence its quantization can be achieved with the standard techniques of gauge field theories. Indeed, the renormalizabilty of the projectable version has been proven [3] . Moreover, it is a theory with asymptotic freedom in 2+1 dimensions [4] . Quantum corrections to the 2 + 1 projectable theory has been studied in Ref. [5] .
The geometrical framework introduced in the Hořava theory is to represent the gravitating space as a foliation of spacelike hypersurfaces along a given direction of time. The foliation is considered as absolute, that is, it cannot be changed by a symmetry transformation. The theory is formulated in terms of the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) variables: the spatial metric g ij , the lapse function N and the shift vector N i , which are natural for such a foliation [6] . The gauge symmetry of the theory is given by the group of all the foliation-preserving diffeomorphisms (FDiff) acting on these variables. We emphasize that the presence of this gauge symmetry does not guarantee that the standard quantization procedures for gauge theories -Faddeev-Popov [7] , BRST, background-field method, etc., are sufficient to perform the quantization of this theory, due to the presence of the second-class constraints. The second-class constraints are not associated to gauge symmetries. Besides the quantization of the gauge sector, one must find a way to incorporate the second class constraints as restrictions on the phase space, hence making a consistent quantization.
The FDiff gauge symmetry leads to a theory that includes higher order terms in spatial derivatives. As a consequence, it is expected that the renormalizability of the theory is improved with respect to general relativity, since the behavior of propagators is improved in the ultraviolet. Simultaneosly, unitarity can be safe since no higher time derivatives are generated. The theory has two versions, the projectable version where the lapse function N is a function only of time and the nonprojectable version where N may depend on the time and the space. The projectable condition is preserved by the FDiff summetry group, hence the projectable case constitutes an independent formulation. The nonprojectable version has field equations closer to the Einstein equations, and its 3 + 1 formulation has more chance of surviving the observational tests than the projectable case. In the nonprojectable version, a fundamental extension of the Lagrangian was proposed in Ref. [8] by including terms depending on the FDiff-covariant vector a i = ∂ i ln N.
Computations in quatum gravity are tipically difficult. In the case of the nonprojectable 3 + 1 Hořava gravity, the Lagrangian includes a number of the order of 10 2 different terms that are compatible with the FDiff gauge symmetry. However, when the dimensionality of the space is reduced to 2+1, the number of independent terms in the Lagrangian reduces drastically and the theory is still interesting for doing quantum gravity. Indeed, an outstanding feature of the 2+1 Hořava theory is that it propagates a physical, scalar, degree of freedom, unlike 2 + 1 general relativity which is a topological theory. Thus, 2 + 1 Hořava theory is a three-dimensional model with a particle carrying the local gravitational interaction, hence, in principle, perturbative quantization based on Feynman propagators and Feynman graphs can be used. An exception occurs when the theory is formulated at the critical point, in which case a physical mode is suppressed. This critical point, whose definition depends on the dimensionality of the theory, has been called the kinetic-conformal point [9] . In the 2+1 dimensional case the theory becomes topological at the critical point, since the only propagating mode dissappers. This case deserves a separate study, here we only consider the noncritical formulation.
Our objective in this paper is to perform a detailed analysis of the quantization of the 2+1 nonprojectable Hořava theory. As we have commented, an essential feature of the nonprojectable theory is the presence of second-class constraints. This fact forces us to consider the quantization in rather different approaches to ones used in general relativity, projectable Hořava theory and gauge theories in general with only first-class constraints. As it is well known, there are two main routes to manage theories with second-class constraints, namely, the path integral quantization with the appropriate measure for the second-class constraints and the Dirac brackets in the operator formalism. We focus on the path integral quantization, since it is more adaptable to a gravitational field theory as the Hořava theory. Since the measure corresponding to the second-class constraints is defined in terms of the canonical variables and their Poisson brackets [10] , our approach is based on the Hamiltonian formulation of the theory.
We consider the full 2 + 1 theory. Hence we consider in the Lagrangian all the inequivalent terms that are compatible with the FDiff symmetry, up to the minimal order in spatial derivatives required by power-counting renormalizability, which is z = 2 in the 2 + 1 theory [1] . This yields a Lagrangian with terms of second, third and fourth order in spatial derivatives. We combine the perturbative approach, where the constraints can be solved and one can obtain the propagator of the theory, with formal nonperturbative and nonreduced approaches.
We comment that, in spite of being a nontopological theory, the 2 + 1 Hořava theory still shares some features with 2 + 1 general relativity. A fundamental issue with consequences in the local quantization is the definition of asymptotic flatness, which in particular is relevant for the Hamiltonian formulation of the theory. In 2+1 general relativity the definition of asymptotic flatness is not based on having a fixed metric at infinity, unlike the 3 + 1 case. The definition lies on the existence of the exact solution corresponding to the gravitational field of a massive point particle.
This solution is a locally flat cone with a deficit angle that depends on the mass of the particle [11] . An asymptotically flat configuration is then a configuration that approaches this solution for large enough distances. As a consequence, the dominant mode in the expansion is not fixed functionally, as we have commented. In a previous paper [12] , we studied the analogous situation in the 2+1 nonprojectable Hořava theory, finding that the same solution for the massive point particle is valid in the Hořava theory. Thus, we proposed the same definition of asymptotic flatness as in 2 + 1 general relativity [13] for the three-dimensional Hořava theory. More consequences on the value of the energy and the role of the higher order terms were considered in that reference.
The nonprojectable Hořava theory in spatial dimensions
The starting point is the definition of a foliation formed by two-dimensional spatial slices, the foliation being defined along a direction of time. This setting is considered as absolute, it can not be changed by a symmetry transformation. Thus, the underlying gauge symmetry group is given by the diffeomorphisms that preserve the foliation, FDiff. Under a FDiff transformation, the coordinates (t, x) transform as δt = f (t),
The Hořava theory is formulated in the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) variables, which are the spatial metric g ij , lapse function N and shift function N i . Under a FDiff transformation, the ADM variables transform as
With the FDiff gauge symmetry one may define the Hořava theory in the projectable and the nonprojectable formulations. In the projectable version the lapse function is a function only on time, N(t). This condition is preserved by the FDiff symmetry, as it can be directly deduced from (2.2). We will focus in the nonprojectable version and the minimum grade of anisotropy to ensure the renormalization of the Hořava theory.
The action of the nonprojectable Hořava theory in 2 + 1 dimensions is
5)
where the extrinsic curvature is defined by 6) and the hypermatrix G ijkl is a four-index metric
The dimensionless parameter λ that appears inside of the kinetic term play role fundamental in the theory. The matrix G ijkl has inverse if only if λ = 1/2, a condition that we assume throughout this paper. On the contrary, when this parameter acquires the critical value λ = 1/d, where d is the spatial dimension, the kinetic term acquires conformal invariance, although the whole theory is not conformally invariant due to the potential that breaks this symmetry. The critical theory can become conformal if the potential is conformal, like a Cotton-square term and the potential studied in [14] . At the critical point the extra scalar mode is eliminated due to the raising of two second-class constraints [15] . Recently it has been focused the quantization of the Hořava theory at the kinetic-conformal point in 3 + 1 dimensions [9] . The potential V must be invariant under FDiff. It must be formed by invariants written in terms of the spatial metric and the accelaration vector [8] a k = ∂ k ln N .
(2.8)
The full potential in 2 + 1 dimensions, considering all the terms up to z = 2, is given by [16] V = −βR−αa 2 +α 1 R 2 +α 2 a 4 +α 3 Ra 2 +α 4 a 2 ∇ k a k +α 5 R∇ k a k +α 6 ∇ l a k ∇ l a k +α 7 (∇ k a k ) 2 (2.9) where β, α, and the α 1,...,7 are independent coupling constants.
Canonical formulation 3.1 Hamiltonian and constraints
Our principal aim is to address the path integral quantization of the theory. To this end we perform the canonical formulation. The nonreduced phase space is spanned by the conjugate pairs (g ij , π ij ) and (N, P N ). The first (primary) constraint that arises in the formulation is the vanishing of the momentum conjugate to the lapse function, P N = 0 , (3.1) since the Lagrangian in (2.5) does not depend on the time derivative of N. Given the Lagrangian in (2.5), the conjugated momentum tensor of the spatial metric has the form
The time derivative of the metricġ ij can be completely solved from this expression if only if the coupling constant is λ = 1/2. This is the mathematical reason behind the critical case λ = 1/2. As happens in the canonical formulation of general relativity [6] , the Legendre transformation automatically incorporates the momentum constraint
which generates spatial coordinate transformations only in (g ij , π ij ). Consequently, the shift function N i is regarded as a Lagrange multiplier. We are interested in the full generator of the spatial diffeomorphisms, therefore we must include the generator of the spatial coordinate transformations in (N, P N ) [17] , hence we redefine
Unlike general relativity, the bulk part of the Hamiltonian does not arise as a sum of the primary constraints, it arises instead as
where the function σ and N i are the Lagrange multipliers of the primary constraints. Before we proceed further, we parenthetically comment on the definition of asymptotic flatness in the 2+1 gravitational theories. The exact solution of a particle at rest in general relativity is a flat cone with a deficit angle that depends of the mass of the particle [11] . This motivates the definition of asymptotically flat condition in general relativity [13] . In the Hořava theory in 2 + 1 dimensions we found [12] that the same solution is valid, hence we introduce the same definition of asymptotic flatness in 2 + 1 Hořava theory, under which the canonical variables behave asymptotically as
where µ is an arbitrary constant. The asymptotically flatness conditions impose restrictions on the differentiability of the Hamiltonian (3.5). hence we must add a counterterm to the Hamiltonian (3.5) for its differentiability
This energy term is the same that general relativity to except by the presence of the constant β. Now we move to the time preservation of the primary constraints. The preservation of the P N = 0 generates a secondary constraint, the Hamiltonian constraint
where the term B stands for the total divergences,
Note that the integral of the Hamiltonian constraint (3.8) has the form
According to asymptotically flat conditions, the last integral in (3.10) is zero; hence, it does not contribute to the background energy. The next step is the preservation of the Hamiltonian constraint. The following bracket is useful to this end,
11) where η is arbitrary function and we define η ′ = η N . The symbols introduced above are
To obtain the desired time preseration of the Hamiltonian constraint, we put η = δ 2 into the bracket (3.11) . This yields an elliptic partial differential equation for the Langrange multiplier σ,
(3.20)
Dirac's procedure ends at this step; the preservation of the Hamiltonian constraint has generated a elliptic partial differential equation, therefore there are no more constraints. Summarizing, we have found two primary constraints, (3.1) and (3.4) , one secondary constraint (3.8) , and a elliptic partial differential equation for the Langrange multiplier σ. We have shown that the boundary terms do not contribute to the background energy because of the asymptotic flat conditions, therefore to have a differentiable Hamiltonian we just need to add the energy term (3.7).
The differentiable Hamiltonian with all the constraints incorporated has the form
21) where A is a Lagrange multiplier (we assume that it decays asymptotically fast enough). Once all constraints have been incorporated to the Hamiltonian with its respectively Lagrange multiplier, the equations of motion of the canonical variables in the Hamiltonian formalism arė
(3.24)
Algebra of the constraints
In this section we show the algebra of the constraints. The Poisson brackets that involve the momentum constraint are
This confirms that the momentum constraint (3.4) is a first class constraint. It is the generator of the gauge symmetry associated to the spatial transformations. The Poisson bracket of P N with itself is zero. The Hamiltonian constraint does not commute with itself neither with P N , therefore the constraints H and P N are second class constraints. The Poison brackets between them are 4 Quantization in the reduced phase space 4 
.1 Linearized theory
We start with the perturbations around the configuration that corresponds to the "Minkowski" solution,
(4.1)
We also consider µ = 0. The pertubations are parameterized according to
The perturbations decay as h ij ∼ O(r −1 ), p ij ∼ O(r −2 ) and n ∼ O(r −1 ). These linearized variables transform under FDiff as
where the functions f, ζ are infinitesimal FDiff parameters. The linearized Hamiltonian to second order evaluated in the phase space is 
We introduce the orthogonal tranverse and logitudinal decomposition
We impose the transverse gauge
under which all the longitudinal sector of the metric is eliminated, h L i = 0. The linearized momentum constraint eliminates the longitudinal sector of p ij , since
hence p L i = 0. The Hamiltonian constraint to first order is given by
we may solve for n, 
whose solution is
The traces of the linearized eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) lead automatically to their transverse sector. The trace of these equations, after using eq. (4.13) lead tȯ
theses equations implÿ 
The reduced Hamiltonian and the propagator of the physical mode
We show the quadratic Hamiltonian (4.5) in the transverse gauge evaluated on the phase space, the reduced Hamiltonian,
We look for the propagator of the independent physical mode in the transverse gauge for the full Hořava theory in 2 + 1 dimensions. The path integral in the reduced phase space has the form
where H RED is reduced Hamiltonian density of the equation (4.19) . After of Gausssian integration in p T we obtain the path integral in the noncanonical form
we can get the propagator of the physical mode
The path integral in the nonreduced phase space
Nonperturbative formalism
In the Hamiltonian formulation of a field theory, the recipe for the measure of the gauge sector was provided by Faddeev [18] . In this formulation, the gauge symmetries have first-class constraints associated. The measure is then given by the brackets between the first-class constraints and the chosen gauge-fixing conditions, which, by definition, must be nonzero brakets. In our case the first class constraints are the components of the momentum constraints H i . Let us denote by χ i = 0 the associated gauge-fixing conditions. The measure of the gauge sector is given by
Regarding the second-class constraints, let us introduce a common notation for them, namely, θ 1 = H and θ 2 = P N . The measure corresponding to the secondclass constraints is defined by Senjanovic [10] as
The path integral in terms of the nonreduced canonical variables has then the form
where the measure and the action are given respectively by
The measure of the gauge sector
Since we have the momentum constraint explicitly, Eq. (3.4), we can make explicit computations on the measure of the gauge sector, taking a quite general gaugefixing condition χ i . This must be a condition that fixes the freedom of choosing spatial coordinates. For simplicity, let us consider that this condition only involves the spatial metric, χ i = χ i (h), but otherwise arbitrary. Using the expression (3.4), we obtain the bracket
A important question one can pose here is whether this approach for dealing with the gauge fixing and the first-class constraints is equivalent to the usual approach (Faddeev-Popov) for incorporating the gauge-fixing condition in the path integral quantization of gauge theories, typically formulated in terms of covariant Lagrangians. To answer this question, we evaluate the Fadeev-Popov determinant of the standard approach. We need the gauge-transformed field, where the gauge symmetry is an infinitesimal spatial diffeomorphism, then
The Faddeev-Popov factor becomes
This shows that, at least for a general gauge-fixing condition that depends on the spatial metric, χ i (h), the measure in the Hamiltonian formulation (5.6) and the measure in the Fadeev-Popov approach coincide. If we consider the transverse gauge condition, χ j = ∂ i h ij = 0, the bracket of the measure becomes
In the path integal, the determinat of the gauge sector is incorporated to the action by means of ghosts fields,
(5.10)
The second-class-constraint measure
There is a important simplification because the matrix of brackets between the second-class constraints acquires a triangular form, The bracket between the Hamiltonian constraint and P N is show in (3.28), setting
(5.13)
We may promote the measure (5.12) to the action by means of ghosts fields. We define the fermionic fields η and its conjugateη, such that det{H, P N } = Dη Dη exp i dt dx 2η {H, P N }η . (5.14)
Perturbations in the path integral: linearized theory
We study the quadratic quantum action. It takes the form
The ghosts are of first order, therefore the determinant of second-class constraint must be considered at zero order,
To further advance in the computations, we adopt a partial reduction in the phase space. This means that we eliminate explicitly all the variables belonging to the gauge sector, but leaving the second-class constraints unsolved. This allows us to find the propagators of all the sector that is not associated to the gauge symmetry. To eliminate the gauge sector easily, we impose the transverse gauge, χ j = ∂ i h ij = 0. This implies that the longitudinal sector of the metric is eliminated. Moreoer, the linearized momentum constraint eliminates its longitudinal sector, so h L i = p L i = 0. The resulting path integral is
where we have used that, under integration,
The variables p n and p T are not associated to the gauge symmetries, but them can be integrated directly (p n is trivial and the integration on p T is Gaussian). Finally, we may promote the delta δ(H) to the Lagrangian by using a Lagrange multiplier, which we denote by a, such that the path integral includes the integration in a. In the perturbative approach, a is considered as a variable of linear order, hence, in the quadratic ation we need the expression of the Hamiltonian constraint H up to linear order. The linear-order epression for H can be taken from Eq. (4.12),
We are interested in the case UV behavior, we discard all the lower order terms, keeping only the z = 2 terms. After these steps, we arrive at the path integral
(5.20)
Our notation for the propagators is as follows: they are obtained from
Therefore, to get the propagators we must invert the matrix inside this product, where We observe that the propagators of h T and n get a regular form. That is, any nonregular part of the propagator of the lapse function, which is the obstruction to apply the criterium of renormalizability found in Ref. [3] , has disappeared, once the second-class constraint are taken into account. Secondly, there is an evident similarity between the propagator of the Lagrange multiplier a and the one of the ghostsη, η. We consider that this is again an evidence of the importance of the second-class constraint sector, since these ghosts fields are the ones incorporating te measure of the second-class constraint, a measure that must be included by consistency [10] . It seems that it compesates the presence of the unphysical Lagrange multiplier a.
Interactions
The previous result on the propagator of the ghosts fields introduced by the measure of the second-class constraints suggest to further explore the quantum formulation of this theory. To this end we expect that the next order in perturbations, which yields nontrivial interactions, may be useful. We list the third-order version of the measure of the second-class constraints and the potential
The potential up to third order takes the form
(5.33)
Conclusions
We have considered the consistent quantization of the 2 + 1 nonprojectable Hořava theory, considering all the terms in the Lagrangian that are covariant under the FDiff gauge symmetry. Our central focus has been in the presence of the second-class constraints, which requires that the quantization must be addressed in a different way to the pure gauge theories, that is, gauge theories without second-class constraints. We highlight that the mesaure for the second-class constraints is known, at least in the Hamiltonian formalism [10] . We have performed the full Hamiltonian analysis of the theory, finding all the constraints explicitly, classifying the constraints between first and second class. As expected, the momentum constraint is the only first-class constraint. It is associated to the symmetry of arbitrary spatial diffeomorphisms over each leaf of the foliation, which is the only gauge symmetry of the theory in the strict sense. The set of constraints is complete in the sense that their preservations lead to elliptic differential equations for Lagrange multipliers. An application of this analysis is the characterization of the physical propagating mode of the theory. We have shown this by means of a perturbative analysis.
The Hamiltonian formulation of the theory has enabled us to obtain the measure of the second-class constraints explicitly. A central result is that the matrix of Poisson brackets of the second-class constraints acquires a quadratic form. This simplify the square root of the measure, such that it can be incorporated to the quantum Lagrangian by means of fermionic ghosts. We have extracted further consequences of the measure using perturbative analysis. We have found the rather surprising result that, when the Hamiltonian constraint and the measure are considered in the quantization procedure, the lapse function acquires a completely regular form. There are no nonregular terms in the propagator of the lapse function, nor in the one of the scalar mode of the spatial metric. The would-be nonregular part was previously found in Ref. [3] as an obstruction to achieve the renormalization of the nonprojectable theory by means of the thecnique of regular propagators. On the basis of this, we consider that all the second-class-constraint sector, which means that we must incorporate these constraint to the quantization procedure, together with their associated measure, plays a fundamental role in the consistent quantization of the theory, and even in the proof of its renormalization. More analysis in this direction is required.
Further computations on the quantization of the theory with interactions are also required. In particular they may shed light on the renormalization, since explicit amplitudes can be computed. With this aim, we have presented the quantum theory, that is, the measure and the potential, at cubic order in perturbations. We expect that this work can be extended with the computations of the (scalar) graviton scattering and to explore its renormalization.
